Lista de libros (parcial)
Nivel Primario – Ciclo Lectivo 2016

Castellano

1º grado
-    Explorar en Matemática 1. Editorial Santillana

2º grado
-    Explorar en Matemática 2. Editorial Santillana

Inglés

Form 1
-    Smileys 2  Jenny Doodley, Virginia Evans – Pupils’ book

Form 2
-    Smileys 3  J. Doodley, V. Evans – Pupils’ Book and Activity Book

Form 3
-    Smileys 4  J. Doodley, V. Evans - Pupils’ Book

Form 4
-    Spin 1  Cencage Learning /National Geographic Students’ Book

Form 5
-    Spin 2  Cencage Learning/National Geographic Students’ Book
**Form 6**

- Spin 3 Cencage Learning/National Geographic Students’ Book
- Adolphus Tips (Harper Collins)

**Form 7**

Language:
- Grammarway 3, Jenny Dooley. Virginia Evans, without answers, Express Publishing
- Practice Tests Plus PET 3 without key, Pearson

Literature:
- Kensuke's Kingdom, Morpurgo, Scholastics

Summer readings (to be discussed during the first two weeks of class and tested):
- Holes, Louis Sachar, Bloomsbury